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		If you’re a web programmer, your experiences have taught you certain lessons—and only some of them apply well to Drupal. Drupal has its own set of programming principles that require a different approach, and many programmers make mistakes when relying on skills they’ve used for other projects. This book will show you which programming techniques you can use—and which you should avoid—when building web applications with this popular content management framework.

	
		Updated to cover both Drupal 7 and Drupal 8, the guidelines in this book demonstrate which programming practices conform to the "Drupal way" and which don’t. The book also serves as an excellent guide for Drupal 7 programmers looking to make the transition to Drupal 8.

		
			Get an overview of Drupal, including Drupal core and add-on modules and themes
	
			Learn Drupal’s basic programming principles, such as the ability to customize behavior and output with hooks
	
			Compare Drupal 7 and Drupal 8 programming methods, APIs, and concepts
	
			Discover common Drupal programming mistakes—and why hacking is one of them
	
			Explore specific areas where you can put your programming skills to work
	
			Learn about the new object-oriented Drupal 8 API, including plugins and services
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Virtual Crowds: Methods, Simulation, and Control (Synthesis Lectures on Computer Graphics and Animation)Morgan and Claypool Publishers, 2008
There are many applications of computer animation and simulation where it is necessary to model virtual crowds of autonomous agents. Some of these applications include site planning, education, entertainment, training, and human factors analysis for building evacuation. Other applications include simulations of scenarios where masses of people...
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Practical Guide to Neck DissectionSpringer, 2007

	This brilliantly illustrated manual on neck dissection is a roadmap for advanced surgeons and beginners alike. It guides the reader through the cervical structures with practical step-by-step exercises. The illustrations provide an overview of all relevant surgical anatomy important for the identification and treatment of oncologic patients....
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Learn Android Studio 3 with Kotlin: Efficient Android App DevelopmentApress, 2018

	
		
			Build Android apps using the popular and efficient Android Studio 3 suite of tools, an integrated development environment (IDE) with which Android developers can now use the Kotlin programming language. With this book, you’ll learn the latest and most productive tools in the Android tools ecosystem, ensuring quick...
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Building Better Boards: A Blueprint for Effective GovernanceJossey-Bass, 2005
Praise for Building Better Boards    

    "Building Better Boards bridges the gap between talk and action. A must-read for board members, CEOs, governance experts – really for anyone who cares about the future of the corporation."
    –Anne M. Mulcahy, chairman and CEO, Xerox...
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Steel Designers' HandbookUniversity of New South Wales, 2013

	Fully revised and updated, this eighth edition is an invaluable tool for all practicing structural, civil, and mechanical engineers as well as engineering students. Responding to changes in design and processing standards—including fabrication, welding, and coatings—this resource...
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Gas Turbine Combined Cycle Power PlantsCRC Press, 2020

	
		This book covers the design, analysis, and optimization of the cleanest, most efficient fossil fuel-fired electric power generation technology at present and in the foreseeable future.

	
		The book contains a wealth of first principles-based calculation methods comprising key formulae, charts, rules of thumb, and other tools...
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